Articulation Response to Intervention

Pretest

-Tell me a story about this picture: (contextualized)

-Tell me what you and your friends like to do on the playground. (decontextualized).

Tally each word the student produces that contains their target sounds. Indicate if the word was produced correctly or incorrectly by a (+) or (-).

_____words correct/_____total # words produced  X 100 =

_______% words produced correctly

Sounds in error: ______________________________________________

Name: ____________________
Grade: ____________________
Entry date: _______________
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Post-test

-Tell me a story about this picture: (contextualized)

-Tell me what kind of toys you and your friends like to play with? (decontextualized).

Tally each word the student produces that contains their target sounds. Indicate if the word was produced correctly or incorrectly by a (+) or (-).

_____ words correct/_____ total # words produced \( \times 100 = \)

_____ % words produced correctly

Sounds in error: ____________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________
Grade: __________________________
Entry date: ________________
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